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Faculty can now create their own NETg courses with the introduction of a new NETg application called NLO+. NETg's unique Learning Object architecture, or NLO, gives you the freedom to tailor your courseware to meet the individual learning needs of your students or staff. Each self-contained unit of course content can be used independently or within different courses. Every NETg course is comprised of more than one NLO, with each containing all the information required to successfully teach one specific skill.

NLO+ is a cutting-edge software tool that allows you to mix and match content from different NETg courses, add in your own content, or disable content that isn't needed. By simply moving and clicking your mouse you can drag and drop learning objects from NETg courses to create a hybrid course that contains all the different skills your class, department, or team requires. This tool allows NETg training to be even more targeted and streamlined.

On June 3, from 1 p.m.-3 p.m., at the Health Science Center Training Room (C3-013 of the Communicore Building), there will be a "Train the Trainer" workshop for using NLO+. NETg representative Paul Cooper will lead the workshop, which has a limited number of seats. To register, please contact Vicki Kitts-Turner, UF IT training coordinator, at (352) 392-2061 or e-mail vkt@ufl.edu.
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